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Jim Tucker’s favourites
1)

Are You Lonesome Tonight

This Elvis Presley classic – weren’t they all – wasn’t
chosen because it’s one of the greatest songs I ever heard
(anything from Queen would fill that category). It’s
because I have a delusion I can sing it as well as Elvis
did. Well nearly. It ain’t hard…he speaks the middle bit.
I’ve proved that twice, in my mind anyway, through that
dangerous invention, the karaoke machine; once at the
Whitireia Polytechnic in Porirua and another time in
Oslo. The second was momentous than the first.
At the time, 2007, I was involved in something called
the Global Inter-Media Dialogue, an initiative set up by
Norway and Indonesia in 2006 following one of the first
modern anti-Islamic social media controversies: the socalled Danish cartoons incident.
Denmark’s largest daily paper, Jutland Post, decided to
explore the limits of an already strained relationship
between Western and Islamic nations by getting its staff
illustrators to draw depictions of that tension.
A half-dozen of the resulting cartoons caused global
outrage among Muslims. One depicted the Prophet
Muhammad wearing a bomb for a turban.
Another had him standing in paradise before a parade of
suicide bombers, saying: "Stop, stop. We have run out of
virgins."
In Islam, it’s considered blasphemous to produce any
image of the Prophet. There were protests in Auckland
after they were published by TV3 and the DominionPost.
I was running the NZ Journalists Training Organisation
then and got a call from Race Relations Conciliator Joris
de Bres, seeking help to defuse things.

Elvis shimmies: A promo pic of Elvis
Presley used by MGM Studios to promote his
movie, Jailhouse Rock in 1957. His first big
TV appearance was on the Ed Sullivan Show
in 1956, when he performed Hound Dog to a
screaming audience. Five men stood behind
him and clapped slowly.

He and I met representatives from the main media
groups and got informal agreement they would not
publish any more of the cartoons - unless not doing so became a serious threat to
press freedom. It didn’t, and the cartoons didn’t appear here again in main news
outlets in the months, perhaps years, that followed.

Later that year, Joris rang to ask if I would travel to Bali to what would be the first
of three conferences of the world’s leading journalists being organised by a new
group, the Global Inter-Media Dialogue.
Around then, Norway, awash with oil money, was choosing a world issue every
two years and funding global initiatives to address it. They chose media ethics
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Global media talk: The 2017 version of the Global Inter-Media Dialogue held in
Indonesia in 2017. NZ Foreign Affairs must have blocked my invitation.

because of the cartoons controversy, and asked the world’s most populous Islamic
country, Indonesia, to partner them.
Begore I heard from Joris, the Indonesian embassy in Wellington had asked Paul
Holmes to attend as New Zealand’s sole representative, apparently unaware he
had recently disgraced himself by calling the head of the United Nations, Kofi
Annan, a “cheeky darkie”.
The NZ government wanted me to go to Bali as some kind of watchdog to make
sure Paul didn’t disgrace us. I went…and he did. He got drunk at the first dinner,
where he and I sat with a table of Muslims; he started saying the f-word. They
rose as one and left.
I got him back to the hotel, made him promise not to drink again on the trip, and
checked his address to be delivered the next day. It was fine. He excelled, was
applauded by the Norwegian ambassador, gave away bottles of wine from his
vineyard.
A gew months back in NZ, we bumped into one another and he asked if I’d ever
been refunded my travel costs. Yes, I said. Never saw a penny, said Paul.
I wrote an account of the conference (didn’t mention Paul) and it turned out to be
the sole piece ever written by any of the 150 or so journalists who attended. The
others treated it as a junket, having decided apparently that nothing could ever be
agreed that didn’t pose a risk to freedom of expression.
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The Indonesians were delighted by my piece, apparently, and I was asked onto the
organising committee for the second dialogue, to be held in Oslo. I had to go back
to Bali to help plan it.
Oslo came and went, this time with a more concise choice of journalists, including
some smuggled out of Russia.
A second trip to Oslo followed, to plan the third gathering back in Bali. Norway
was under snow when I got there. We had a very formal welcome at the
Indonesian embassy the first night, then formality went out the tripled-glazed
windows: we had karaoke. I sang Elvis. But there was no way I was lonesome – I
was with journos of a like mind.
That third dialogue in Bali went well. I ended up organising the final party, at
which we watched a journo each from Palestine and Israel get together to join in a
song (I forget what).
But the wrapup day was a disaster. I spoke to the last gathering, which by now
included half a dozen freeloaders from the NZ Embassy, who’d seemingly woken
up to the fact something significant might be going on.
I was asked what I’d got out of the process. “A good suntan for a start,” I said
with a quip that needed a smile in its telling. The Norwegian ambassador knew
my Kiwi humour by then and laughed.
The Kiwis froze. Later, back in Wellington, I was hauled before the most
frighteningly grim woman I have ever met and dressed down for damaging
international relations.
However, the Indonesians and Norwegians still refunded my travel. I’m in touch
with a few of them to this day.
2)

When Joanna Loved Me

When Joanna Loved Me is a 1964 song, the words written by
Jack Segal and the music by Robert Wells. It was first
popularised by Tony Bennett, although other versions have been
recorded by artists such as Frank Sinatra, Paul Desmond and
Scott Walker (right).
Walker (real name Scott Engel) is the one I’m interested in. He
was a British-American singer-songwriter who lived in England
and first starred as the frontman for a rock trio called the
Walker Brothers.
They achieved fame in 1966 with The Sun Ain’t Gonna Shine
Anymore. At one stage, their fan club had more members than
that of The Beatles.
I interviewed Scott in the basement of Founders Theatre in
Hamilton when the Walker Brothers toured in 1967. I was
nervous – he had a reputation for punching out journos who
asked dumb questions. Somehow I survived.
I had originally been attracted to Walker’s music through his
rendition of the Jacque Brel song Amsterdam, a cover included on his first solo
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album after he split with the group. Others to do covers were
well-known artists like John Denver and Rod McKuen.
A fellow reporter at the Taranaki Herald, Frank Stefanski,
played Amsterdam over and over again at parties, driving
most people into other rooms.
But I liked Walker’s big bass voice, that of a rogue opera
singer. His version begins slowly, dwells on the dark lyrics,
and ends in something akin to an orgasm.
I learned the words to When Joanna Loved Me (on the same
album), writing them out as love poems to girls I was smitten
by. They probably thought I was mad, because courtships
ended abruptly at that point.
There’s a strange sequel. Being able to sing Joanna and other
Walker songs may have saved me from the KGB. Yes, that
KGB, the outfit Putin once headed.
When I was editing the Auckland Star in the mid-1980s, I was
invited by the Russian embassy to tour bits of Mikhail
Gorbachev’s USSR. On the final train journey from
Leningrad south to Moscow my Intourist guide – who I had
been warned reported to the KGB - insisted on sharing my
spacious compartment.
I sensed an attempt at compromise, so sang her Scott Walker
songs through the night, starting with When Joanna Loved
Me. She was so grumpy by morning she refused to speak to
me.

Russia ready: Tom Scott’s drawing of
me wearing a ushanka.

The Russians told me later they had to “let her go”, not
because of that failure but after remarking to me in a Moscow department store
that American tourists were “so insensitive – they buy our large bras as
souvenirs”.

Unfortunately, I’d merely taken it as an amusing comment to be used in my
subsequent non-promotional account of the trip. I sincerely hope she’s back from
the Gulag by now. Tom Scott – the. Writing his Saturday column for the Star drew a flattering cartoon of me to go with the articles.
3)

Massachusetts

"(The Lights Went Out In) Massachusetts" is a song by the Bee Gees,
written by Barry, Robin & Maurice Gibb and released in 1967, according
to Wikipedia.
Robin Gibb (right) sang lead vocals on this song and it would become
one of his staples to perform during both Bee Gees concerts and his solo
appearances. It later appeared on their 1968 album, Horizontal.
I saw them do it live in 1999 at Western Springs Stadium in Auckland at
their last New Zealand concert, along with 60,000 other fans – and my 91year-old father-in-law, Duncan Cleland.
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Before the concert started, Duncan was a great source of
fascination among the patrons sitting near us. What was
such an old dude doing there?
When I announced to the family I wanted to
travel up from New Plymouth to see one of
my favourite groups, Duncan asked if he
could come, too.
He’d always wanted to go to a big concert,
and he was familiar with the Bee Gees.
He was an amazing man. He was 35 when he
enlisted in the army to go to Egypt to fight in
The World War II desert campaign.
He was wounded, captured, escaped, was captured again, met
renowned German military leader, the Desert Fox, General Erwin
Rommel (above left) in a German temporary POW camp, escaped
again (the camp kept being overrun by Monty’s lot 1) and was
repatriated home.
His greatest adventure, in my view, was had in Sydney on the way to
war, when the troopship stopped off to refuel. He drew the short
straw to climb to the top of the Sydney Harbour Bridge to take a pee
to salute the Ozzies.
His mates distracted the women guards while Duncan scrambled up
the superstructure in the pitch dark of the blackout. Mission
accomplished.
Speaking of loo stops, halfway through the Bee Gees concert,
Duncan yelled to me (he turned off his hearing aid – “just perfect”,
he reckoned) that he needed to go. I said I’d stand up so he could see
where we were sitting.
Trouble was, Massachusetts came on and it was as popular with the
crowd as it was with me – everyone stood. Somehow, though, those
at the end of our row recognised him and passed him along.
When it was over, we walked out to find his nephew had conned his
car into the grounds and was waiting close by to ferry us home.
His daughter, Lin (my wife) says Duncan played the trombone in a
band (pictured right) and when rivals were playing in competitions he
and his band mates would suck lemons so their competitors would
see them and their mouths would water.
Duncan died a few months short of his 100th birthday. We hoped the
Queen might manage a text message, but it wasn’t to be.

1

The Allied Army was led by Field Marshall Bernard Montgomery.
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4)

Freddie Freeloader

Ask any jazz fan in the world what they have in their record collection and
chances are Kind of Blue by trumpeter Miles Davis is part of it, says Matt Fripp
on the JazzFuel website, which lists what he reckons are the best 50 jazz albums.
I’m with him on Davis being number one.
His “Freddie Freeloader” track - featuring Davis, John Coltrane, Cannonball
Adderley, Wynton Kelly and Paul Chambers - has been played many times while
I’m hammering away at my keyboard. It’s quietly mournful, unobtrusive,
soothing, and hangs together in a continuous sound that doesn’t get in the way of
my thinking, helps it, for sure.
Here's an odd thing: I can’t write with anything other than jazz playing. Even
then, it needs to be turned down quite a bit. There’s something about jazz that
doesn’t obstruct that strange connection between inspiration and creation. Not for
me, anyway.
I’ve never discussed this with other writers. Maybe others can compose while
heavy metal hammers out, or opera, or pop. I’d like to know. How odd am I? I
played Davis all the way through writing this.
Recorded in 1959, the Kind of Blue album has sold well over 4 million copies,
says Fripp. “Miles Davis had a prolific career, starting in the mid-1940s bebop era
and stretching through to the early 90s. Along the way, he was an innovator in
pretty much every twist and turn of the genre: Cool jazz, hard bop, modal jazz,
fusion…
“So why does a single record made in 1959 – part of such a prolific discography
which also includes Birth of The Cool, Bitches Brew, Walkin’ and Sketches of
Spain – stand out as the greatest jazz album of all time?
“Perhaps it’s timing: many musicians and listeners were getting bored with the
hard bop that had dominated the decade up until that point and were ready for
something new. Perhaps it’s the nature of modal music itself: open, tuneful and –
on the surface – simple to understand.”
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5)

Do it again

The Chicks – Suzanne and Judy Donaldson. Cover
version of The Beach Boys 1964 hit. This was recorded by
The Chicks for their 1968 album titled: C’mon Chicks
I chose it not because it’s one of the most wonderful pieces
of music ever performed - far from it - but because it has
several memories attached.
a) The song itself is one of my favourite Beach Boys
numbers from the mid-1960s when I started in
journalism (1965) at New Plymouth’s evening daily
newspaper, the Taranaki Herald.
b) A year before The Chicks’ album, in 1967, I took
over a music page that was published each week in
the Taranaki Herald’s Saturday evening sports
edition. Started by one of my early mentors at the
paper, reporter John McBeth, it had the unlikely title
of the Go Go Go Column.
My main story in my second week was an interview with
The Chicks, who were touring the country with a Fuller’s
Entertainment show based on Peter Sinclair’s C’mon TV show, featuring Sandy
Edmonds, Mr Lee Grant, Herma Keil, and The Underdogs.
The accompanying photographer, my brother Rob Tucker, took an arresting photo
of Suzanne and Judy swinging on a verandah post of the old Criterion Hotel in
central New Plymouth. That’s where the Queen and Prince Philip stayed in 1953 –
and my father baked the bread and rolls they ate.
There was also a rather arresting photo taken of Rob and Judy backstage at the
New Plymouth Opera House later (right). Suzanne married a musician from New
Plymouth, Bruce Lynch, who sometimes played in the old flour loft in my father’s
former bakery after Rob and I converted it into a retreat for us and our mates.

Lofty days: Jim in The Loft about 1966 with a friend from Hawkes
Bay. Looks like we were going out to a ball, a wedding or a wake.

